Dodge cummins diesel forum

Guys last year of the goods ones here! She has a 5. One of my personal trucks is for sale!
Beautiful Red Garnet paint, Tires like new! Do Not miss this strong Gal! This truck is from
outwest.. High Line trucks are Remanufactured trucks by Nydiesels. They come with new paint,
upholstrey, all mechanical components are new, and the engine and transmission are also gone
through. Closest thing you can get to a new "used" truck. Rust free and Warantied. Value Line
trucks, are nice clean trucks, that may have a few cosmetic blemishes such as dings, dents,
scratches in the paint, mechanicals are gone through, but we don't replace all components and
parts like our high line trucks. We guarantee all parts to be good, and a great truck. We are the
largest second generation Dodge Diesel Cummins truck dealer in the country. There is no
dealer like us anywhere! We are also a Cummins Diesel repair shop and parts dealer, we sell
Cummins engines as well. We ship nationwide, and our High Line Trucks are warrantied. Please
explore our site and have some fun. Thank you and keep those turbos spoolin! We are the
originals of Cummins! We show all trucks by appointment, 7 days a week 24 hours a day. John
can be at the shop within 5 minutes so please call him to schedule your visit, Arizona Truck
clean in and out. Runs Strong. We Ship Nationwide. Learn More. View our Entire Inventory. Rare
Find! We Ship! Value Trucks Value Line trucks, are nice clean trucks, that may have a few
cosmetic blemishes such as dings, dents, scratches in the paint, mechanicals are gone
through, but we don't replace all components and parts like our high line trucks. What do you
have to trade? We will take anything you could think of. Latest News May New Website. We can
see you lurking about MoparMan. We have lots of helpful members and staff on the MoparMan.
You know when you see good valued information here on MoparMan. We are not corporate
owned like many of the other websites out there. Your subscription funds goes towards server
maintenance and software maintenance. Come join us and register and then pick a subscription
plan. This is a emergency response forum. This discussion area is for getting assistance when
you are broke down along side the highway. The family members of MoparMan. Com monitor
this forum and will attempt to aid you with your emergency with your vehicle. This is a members
only area. All contact here has to be renewed after a period of time. This includes all
sub-system, including wiring, fuel, oil, exhaust, air, transmission, computers and sensors. This
includes cab interior, air conditioning, heating, lighting, body, suspension, brakes, stereos, and
other accessories. This is a discussion forum of the to 3rd Generation Dodge Ram Trucks with
5. This includes all sub-system including wiring, fuel, oil, exhaust, air, transmission, computers
and sensors. This includes interior, air conditioning, heating, lighting, body, suspension,
brakes, stereos, etc. This is a discussion forum of the This is a discussion forum of the to 2nd
Generation Dodge Ram Trucks with 5. Discussion of the to 2nd Generation Dodge Ram Trucks
with 5. This is a discussion forum of the to 1st Generation Dodge Ram Trucks with 5. Dodge,
Chrysler, Plymouth, or Mopar products all older muscle cars, trucks and newer economy
vehicles. All gasoline or diesel power vehicles are welcomed. Duramax diesel-powered trucks
are welcomed. All Ford power vehicles this includes gasoline and diesel power cars and trucks.
Powerstroke Diesel powered truck are welcomed. Foreign manufacture vehicles welcomed here.
They can be gasoline or diesel powered. Anything that is not manufactured by the big three
here in the United States. Discussions of Cummins swaps. Where the great Cummins engine
has be installed to replace the orignal engine. This includes all make and models of vehicles.
Discussions of towing trailers of all different types. All trailer towing discussions are welcomed
here. Welcome to the MoparMan family. Come on in and introduce yourself to the rest of the
members. We'll all help you achieve your destination for your Cummins. General Conversation
is where all the other topics that don't fit any of the other forums. It can be vehicle-related or
totally off topic. No rules here topic type. Just be respectful of the other family members. This is
for MoparMan staff to interact with the members of the site. We'll report changes that might
occur with the site or downtime. To report website issues please create a support ticket and
we'll look into promptly. Member will not be able to create new topics here only reply to existing
topics. This discussion forum is where vendors and dealers can show off their products and
discuss their products with the family members. This section is for all classifieds, you must be
a donating member to gain access to the section. This for all you that want to talk about religion
and spiritual topics. I work primarily with Linux OS systems in network or Internet system
mostly. I can work with Linux as personal computers as well as Android mobile devices. All
Activity Home. Welcome To MoparMan. Com We can see you lurking about MoparMan. Sign in
with Facebook. Sign in with Google. Tip Jar. Mopar, Dodge, Chrysler, or Plymouth Dodge,
Chrysler, Plymouth, or Mopar products all older muscle cars, trucks and newer economy
vehicles. Ford All Ford power vehicles this includes gasoline and diesel power cars and trucks.
Foreign Vehicles Foreign manufacture vehicles welcomed here. Cummins Swaps Discussions
of Cummins swaps. Introductions Welcome to the MoparMan family. Come check out what the
members are selling. Classifieds This section is for all classifieds, you must be a donating

member to gain access to the section. Travel Camping Topics This club is for sharing your
camping locations and memories. Sign In Sign Up. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image.
Diesel Power Magazine how to. Should I Delete My 6. Jason Gonderman â€”. Ever since the first
introduction of emissions control system on motor vehicles, people have been finding ways to
remove them. The idea was that if these control systems were removed, power and economy
would be increased. And in the s this type of thinking wouldn't have been wrong. Early catalytic
converters and exhaust gas recirculation systems were very restrictive and did in fact come at a
cost to performance and economy. Hot rodders were understandably upset. Fast-forward a few
decades, and not only have these emissions control systems improved to the point of being
unnoticeable but manufacturers are also able to make huge-horsepower engines with tailpipe
emissions sometimes cleaner than the intake air. It is crazy just how far technology has
progressed in a relatively short amount of time. But that's for gasoline powered
vehiclesâ€”what about diesels? For owners of diesel pickups their emissions revolution came
during the mid s. Until then, diesel powered pickup emissions were largely unregulated,
primarily due to their classification of having a gross vehicle weight rating GVWR over 8,
pounds. First came catalytic converters, followed closely by exhaust gas recirculation EGR. In
all were forced to install diesel particulate filters DPF in the exhaust system. And finally, around
selective catalytic reduction SCR made its way into the mix. Remember back to the power- and
efficiency-robbing emissions equipment gasoline vehicles were saddled with in the s? Diesel
truck owners had the same perceived complaints when these systems were added to
diesel-powered trucks. Early catalytic converters were restrictive, and EGR systems reduced
combustion efficiency. However, this was mostly anecdotal as these systems were added in
conjunction with other generational changes. Meaning simply, total engine power increased
each time a new emission system was introduced making it difficult to discern if performance
was actually affected by the emissions equipment. There have also been equipment failures
over the years that have added fuel to the anti-emissions equipment movement. Often times
these were no fault of the emission system. Take Ford 's 6. These failures were primarily caused
by a bad oil cooler design. Early DPF failures as well were most often caused by owners
installing poor tuning software that quickly loaded the unit with soot. We'll keep this short and
high-level, since we've covered how all of these systems work in detail in the past. Early
catalytic converters used a combination of precious metals and exhaust heat to reduce harmful
nitrogen oxide NOx emissions. Exhaust gas recirculation EGR takes a small amount of spent
exhaust gases and routes them back into the air intake tract. These gases, which are devoid of
oxygen, work to cool the combustion event in an attempt to reduced NOx emissions. Starting to
see a theme here? Diesel particulate filters are just that, a filter. Constructed of a honeycomb of
precious metals, much like a catalytic converter, these units filter out harmful particulates.
When they start to become clogged, the engine pumps raw fuel into the exhaust system in an
effort to burn off the trapped soot. Because of the use of a particulate filter, engine
manufacturers were able to run the combustion event cooler to prevent excess NOx from
forming cooler combustion creates less NOx but more particulate. However, the need to burn
off the filter and its general restrictiveness greatly reduced efficiency. Selective catalytic
reduction SCR was the last emissions device added to modern diesel engines in the model year.
Thanks to the use of this technology, engine manufacturers could once again run a hotter
combustion event, which resulted in more power and economy, less particulate, but higher
NOx. The benefits of SCR are great, with the exception of the need for diesel exhaust fluid. DEF
is a highly purified combination of urea and water. If the system runs low on fluid the vehicle
will go into a government-mandated limp mode, and if contaminated fluid enters the system it
can cost many thousands of dollars to repair. Simply put, to delete a diesel means to remove
some or all of the emissions control equipment. Catalytic converters are the easiest to remove,
as it simply involves installing a straight pipe in place of the converter. To delete an EGR
system is a bit more involved, requiring blocking plates on the easiest end and new exhaust
up-pipes on the more difficult side. Removing the diesel particulate filter DPF or selective
catalytic reduction SCR system is fairly easy as well, requiring just an exhaust system
replacement. To put it bluntly, no, you should not remove the emissions equipment from any
diesel pickup. Regardless of local and state testing requirements, it is a federal crime to remove
any factory installed emissions equipment. Removing emissions equipment also voids the
vehicle's factory warranty. And before you say it, there is no way to keep a dealer from knowing
that emissions equipment was removed. Even if the hard parts are reinstalled, there will still be
evidence of tuning in the ECM. Legality aside, the need to remove emissions equipment simply
doesn't exist anymore. These heavy-duty trucks are capable of achieving more than 20 mpg on
the highway we've found this in our testing on a regular basis and lots of tuners have gotten
really good at making big power with all of the emissions equipment in place. We get it, people
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. And as performance enthusiasts, we too want nothing standing in between us and ultimate
horsepower. However, we live in a world of laws, and it's illegal to delete emissions equipment.
And it's getting harder and harder to do, as many of the performance and tuning companies that
engaged in facilitating delete kits have been fined millions of dollars by the U. And don't think
that if you've purchased from these companies that you're not on their radar as well. Check Out
These Other Stories! More Photos View Slideshow. By Jason Gonderman. Follow Truck Trend
Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign
Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from
Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from
carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the
terms and conditions of our terms of use. Top Turbo Questions and Terms.

